12:15 PM – END OF LSAMP CLOSING REMARKS

12:30-1:30 PM

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (SKYLINE)
REGIONAL MEETING
Attendance is required. This is the Region 3 roundup meeting where we will discuss elections and new events happening in our Region 3. Esta Aquí!

1:45-2:45 PM

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (DOUBLE R ROOM)
REGIONAL LEADERS PANEL
Come learn what it takes to be a SHPE leader. Our Region 3 leaders will answer questions on what it takes to be a regional leader and how SHPE has helped them academically and professionally.

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (SKYLINE)
PATENTS 101: HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT TO YOUR INVENTION – DALE RUSSELL, COAS
Who can be an inventor? Many important, useful, even life-saving inventions have been patented by minority inventors. (And even by child inventors!) What can be patented? What does a patent do for the inventor? How do you get one? What does it cost? What are the advantages and disadvantages of having a patent for your idea? I will show you how to use the USPTO.gov website and start you on your way!

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (LOFT)
GO-BABY-GO
SWE presents their community project. Goes into explanation of how it was built and encourage students to do their own community outreach project.

3:00-3:45 PM

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (LOFT)
SHPE 101
A part of SHPE but don’t know the 5 pillars? Were you aware there’s such a thing as five pillars of SHPE? Come to learn about what SHPE provides to its members and why its worth the commitment!

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (DOUBLE R)
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 101 – DEAN GORDON JONES, CI+D
STUCKLE SKY CENTER (SKYLINE)

MILLENNIALS ARE NOT SLACKERS... AND HOW YOU SLACKING MILLENNIALS CAN BECOME JUST AS GOOD
Nicholas Jones of the College of Business and Economics will talk to students on how to avoid the mileneal stigma when in a workplace

4:00-4:45 PM

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (LOFT)

PRESENTER: FRANCISCO SALINAS, DIRECTOR OF STUDENT DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Negotiating the world as a new professional in a world that sometimes feels like it was made for someone other than you can be daunting, but you are not alone. Each of us has had to come to terms with addressing the "-isms" as they come up amongst and between our colleagues, our supervisors and even our subordinates. Come and join Francisco Salinas, Director of Student Diversity and Inclusion for Boise State University as he facilitates a discussion centering on what professionals from backgrounds like yours have gained from their own lived experiences. This is the discussion that was missing from the curriculum for so many of us and which we hope to bring to light in a new way for a more prepared generation.

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (SKYLINE)

HP INTERNSHIPS
Diversity and inclusion are fostering innovation at HP. Come learn more and hear about the exciting and engaging intern program at HP Boise, including how to apply. You won’t want to leave without introducing yourself and taking the opportunity to practice your networking skills.

STUCKLE SKY CENTER (DOUBLE R ROOM)

MICRON EMPLOYEE
From textbook to employee handbook. A SHPE Alumni gives his advice to students on preparing for the next step out of college.